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Happy Friday!
A few views to consider over the weekend:
·

March Madness - Men’s’ and women’s’ NCAA approach the final

4!
·

If you really want to know…So, how curious are you?

·

Crossing the T’s – my fatal flaw.

·

One fun fact!

March Madness…

UNC Romps...

The bottom line: It is a complex time. And, while we look forward to
the next 8 games, it’s another reminder of how isolated we can be during
these stressful times. Confirmation hearings, war, shootings, COVID…
you name it! Apparently, that makes it hard to be nice.
Is it interrogating or interviewing? Summaries of Supreme Court
Justice confirmation hearings demonstrate the very fact: it’s hard to be
nice when opposing the nominee. It doesn’t have to be that way, as some
of the panel members show respect for a person with quite an impressive
background.
Our thought bubble: While I don’t have an opinion on the selection,
respecting the process is what counts. And it would be nice to see a more
respectful approach to interviewing versus interrogating.
The bottom line: Let’s leave the madness to basketball courts…not the
Supreme Court selection process!

The Curious Cat…

Okay, kitten...

It’s okay to be curious! But…do your own research. “If you really want
to know, look it up!”
Why it matters: Many conversations occur when someone “wonders.”
Admittedly, my mind works like that. And when I “wonder” much of the
time I still wonder!
Why it matters: People do take the time to “look it up.” And perhaps
we could all learn from that – take a second and look it up! By doing so
we are going deeper…we are educating ourselves…we are fulfilling a very
good quality by being curious.

Crossing the T’s…

Check, please… Not the bill…I confess. In my haste to complete the
task, that last review – that last reading – that last check before
publishing Is skipped.
Our thought bubble: Reminds me of the lesson I learned from my
journalist brother, who spoke about the elimination of editing levels as
newspapers cut budgets to survive. Each level of editing added validity to
the content.
Bigger bubble: So, we now learn that the fact checking which
previously took place is now done after publishing – and “fact-checking”
companies are making money doing it!
The big picture: So, who’s my fact-checker? Too often lately it’s been
the client. How about you? Who checks your work? My tendency is to
move too fast and skip that last check – not necessarily intentionally –
just finishing the job!
The bottom line: My new initiative: make the final check. Read it
again…check the math…fix the grammar. Cross the T’s! Check it again.

One Fun Fact!

Shutterstock

A Harvard University study of more than 120,000 people found that
potato chips were to blame for the gain of an average of 1.69 pounds per
person over four years. It’s impossible to have just one chip…small bags
go quickly. So, find a way to shed 1.69 pounds every 4 years!

I suspect it’s been a tough week for a lot of us, so kick back and enjoy
some basketball while we send thoughts and caring wishes to Ukraine
fighters, victims, and relatives and friends. Pray for peace.
Be safe!

Feedback
Anonymously tell us what you thought of this newsletter. Your responses
will help us create better content for you!
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